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About This Game

Dragons, witches, trolls... No one can stop Anna. With her telekinesis, unorthodox use of torture instruments, a knack for
improvisation and the help of a shady fox she just makes her way. She communes with the dead, shuts off the local taverns beer

supply and gets old ladies behind bars...

The world of author Dane Krams' debut on the game development stage isn't as cuddly as it may seem. Anna however, is
actually perfectly nice - or is she? It all starts with freeing talking teddy bear...

Anna's Quest unfolds a hand-drawn, grim tale with a good dash of self-irony.
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Unlimited inventory with special slot for a baby dragon

Small-time Vandalism

Discover a Unicorn's inner beauty

Black magic and telekinesis - this time, not exclusive to villains!

Executions for the whole family!

light-hearted, courageous, bad-ass: Anna

Classic Point & Click controls with hotspot-indicator

Awesome ending (really!)
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Title: Anna's Quest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Daedalic Entertainment
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8 (32/64 bit versions)

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 205, AMD Radeon HD 3400 Series with 256 MB VRAM, latest OpenGL driver

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

Additional Notes: The "Prologue" bonus content requires Java 1.8. The main game is playable without Java. Using the
Minimum Configuration, we strongly recommend to use minimal settings in order to not experience low frame rates.

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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Honestly I didn't really follow the initial outrage when this game dropped. Rarely do I get to play games when they launch
mostly because of my schedule. I usually play games 1-2 years after they release with the rare exception of a game that I've been
looking forward to. There are too many games and not enough time to play them all. I picked No Man's Sky up on sale and
didn't really know too much about it. It just looked cool so I got it and have put about 4 hours in. The learning curve is kind of
steep and I was expecting more story and hand holding instead of getting dropped in the middle of nowhere with s hit to fix and
resources to gather right from the get go. I was kind of frustrated for the first hour but once I started figuring everything out it
all clicked and I enjoyed it so much I kept playing for a few more hours. I've been pretty amazed by the whole thing so far. I
understand people were bitter because they got their expectations over inflated because of the pre-release hype. I went into this
with zero expectations and feel like it is a really fun game. The graphics are really good. I've only explored one planet and a
moon so far. I can see easily dumping many hours into this game before it gets too repetitive. If I grow sick of it and feel like
I've seen everything after dumping 50+ hours into the game I'll feel like I got my money's worth. All I can say is if you haven't
played it and like grinding and exploring then check it out. I didn't have crazy expectations regarding plot or story. I'm sure I
have yet to dig into the main storyline yet but it doesn't seem like it is even necessary to play the game. I've just been wandering
around exploring and building a base on one of the moons of the planet I started on. I have never played any games with
seamless space travel before. Maybe I'm easily amused but flying up out of the atmosphere of a planet for the first time was
cool as hell. Just the space travel aspect of all of it is cool as hell to me.. Just another Viki Spotter game.. 20 minutes and end.

Just next achievments generator.

Nothing more.. Since I beat Serious Sam: The First Encounter, I skipped ahead to this game in VR. One of the best VR games
to get but still has some flaws.

My biggest complaint is that all weapons are dual and have no specific firing rate. You can shoot 50 sniper rounds in just
seconds. The last boss took like 5 seconds because I just unloaded an entire sniper rifle in his face.

The room before the final boss though was crazy.. I love it. It`s so fun!. [Skip to bottom for Tl;dr]

How I found this game and came to love it: I was a kid, mom on her windows XP Laptop, I walked over and sat down on the
couch with her and saw her playing the very first bejeweld. I asked her if I could try it, after a few minutes of playing it, I loved
it.
Fastfoward a couple days later, we get the disk out that she used to install it on her computer and install it on the PC.
I played the game for quite a few hours on end and got high levels, then I sort of forgot about it from then, untill today that is.
Just today as I write this review, I found the "Bejeweld deluxe" PC disc, and also found out that this game is on steam, after
installing deluxe on my windows 8.1 laptop, I also bought this game.

[Tl;dr]
This was one of my childhood games, and I love games like this, what are you waiting for?  BUY IT!. Interesting concept. I have
been thinking why there aren't more undersea games for a long time. This game is just too difficult. Too much reliance in
twitchy pointlessness and too many enemies with too little ship. It wasn't even worth the $1.00 I paid for it. There is a cheat for
this impossible game, but it too proved t be too difficult to figure out as well which seems appropriate somehow.... 7 words:
what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and why the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. A cute little mobile port.
Would be fun to waste some time while on the can, but lacks any depth or any reason to keep playing.
Would reccomend for mobile, do NOT reccomend for steam.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=o8ryoFIt2ew. First and foremost I strongly disagree with the metascore, strongly.
If I were to describe this game in just one word I'd without a doubt FUNNY.
Despite having less tracks than I'd want it is a blast to play with friends, and it's not expensive.
I really like how the powerup system was made and it never gets boring to explode other cars.
If you like this kind of racing games give it a shot!
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*If you intend to play it online alone I have to say that you'll have a hard time finding people playing except during sales. If you
have 2 friends grab a 3-Pack and enjoy!
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good vertical shooter, but... conquered in 1 hour? hahahaha would be better if i could use the mouse and or customizable keys.
got it for 50 cents. can recommend for that price.. Good so far, much better with a flight stick. A menu system that can be used
while flying. Runs well. Id buy now at $5 tho.
. Very short demo\/promo but well worth the time downloading and playing.
The puzzles are well done and reasonably logical with the tools you have available to you. The horror is the context and theme
rather than out and out gore or jump scares. You actually got a reasonable about of feedback to know if you were going right or
wrong where some puzzle games give you nothing until you find the solution.
Some of the controls need a bit more finesse, the final one in particular was hard to control.
Well done devs, more please.. ICE COOL FREEZE. Beautiful visual novel with an amazing story.
The soundtrack is marvellous & worth the money, buy it if you want to support the developers.. This game is quite possibly the
most fun ive had since the war, times have changed.. This is such a fun time killer. I keep hoping that I have the fastest run on
each level every time ... but I do not. Definitely worht the cost of admission.
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